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Abstract. Conversational troubleshooting is an increasingly popular
technology that consists in utilising dialogue agents to support users
of a system through a conversation-based question-answering process,
typically through a chatbot. Despite their widespread use, current troubleshooting technologies lack a thorough integration with the applications on which they are overlaid, as they rely only on text to help the
users. In this paper, we present TINI, an open-source conversational troubleshooting tool that is multi-modal and multilingual, relies on simple
configuration files, and is ready to be deployed in web applications. Users
can ask questions to the conversational agent explaining the issue faced;
the system analyses it together with the interaction’s context to locate
the root problem. Finally, it proposes a solution which engages the user
multi-modally: with text in the chat and hints in the graphical interface. A table-based configuration improves system maintainability and
enables dialogue designers and field experts to work on the conversation
without any coding experience required.
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Introduction

Assisting users of software systems when they encounter a problem has always
been of paramount importance [30]. The diagnostic procedure of individuating
the probable causes of an issue and finding an action that could solve it is
commonly referred to as troubleshooting [18].
In the field of user assistance, troubleshooting has usually taken the form of
help desks [8]. At a help desk – physical or virtual – customers of a service can
ask for information and guidance. Thanks to this procedure, users do not have
to read instruction manuals or lists of frequently asked questions; instead, they
are helped by a system expert [3].
In recent years conversational agents have been employed to automate troubleshooting services [5, 22] thanks to their availability and low costs associated
compared to their human counterparts. These characteristics make chatbotbased assistance optimal for websites, particularly e-commerce applications [20,
31], where 24/7 assistance is considered a key asset for a competitive offer [32].
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Today, a wide range of tools for building chatbots is available to automate
troubleshooting procedures [14], but they share a fundamental weakness: the
definition of the conversation and of the solvable problems are tightly coupled,
allowing only a chat-based interaction [5]. Although intuitive in the configuration
phase, this choice brings three main unwanted drawbacks.
First, current technologies are not context-aware: they are not designed to
complement the information extracted from the conversation with contextual
data gathered from the interaction on the graphical interface [21, 25]. Consequently, to have good support, users must describe the details of the problem
faced and the context in which the problem is encountered, with increased interaction effort.
Second, chat-based conversational troubleshooting can support users only
through textual responses, with the added effort for the users of translating
the suggestions received into actions on the interface [10, 39]. A multi-modal
response would allow the troubleshooting system to give actionable solutions to
users, for example, by highlighting the relevant element on the interface, further
improving the quality of the response [9, 11, 27, 35].
Finally, since the conversation data is mixed with the conversational agent’s
configuration, it is impossible to edit them separately. A conversation designer
or a domain expert can not modify the user experience without minimal programming skills. In the same way, programmers who want to modify the functionalities of the troubleshooting application must have a good understanding of
the application domain since they will inevitably intervene in the conversation
structure.
To overcome these issues, we propose TINI, a conversational kit for troubleshooting that is natively context-aware and multi-modal. Its table-based configuration allows conversation designers and programmers to work independently
on the experience configuration. TINI is an open-source plugin ready to be integrated into a new or existing web application. When TINI is embedded into
a website, users can describe the issue faced in a dedicated chat panel in the
application interface. TINI analyses users’ messages together with the interaction’s context to get to the root of the problem and proposes a coherent solution
multi-modally, describing it in the chat and highlighting the relevant elements
on the graphical interface.
In this paper, we improve and extend the work on MCTK published in a
poster paper [1]. Having seen the solution’s potential, and thanks to the many
comments gathered, we have completely redesigned the system architecture making it a single plug-and-play component – which is lighter, faster, and easier to
configure – and introduced multilingual support. On top of that, we formalise the
problem with a mathematical formulation and describe a complete case study
to clarify its usage.
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2.1

3

Related Work
Dialogue Management in Conversational Agents

Conversational agents are generally structured around a Dialogue Manager [33],
that handles users’ intents and dialogue context to control the agent’s subsequent actions, modelling the state of the dialogue, the goals, and the policies [29].
Dialogue management can be performed by following two main kinds of techniques [17]: handcrafted and probabilistic.
In handcrafted dialogue managers, developers must specify the rules to react
to each user’s intent. These approaches are realised mainly through slot-filling
techniques [15] – where the system collects information from the user’s messages
and asks back for the missing data – or employing finite-state machines [28, 41]
– where the dialogue status is represented as states in a finite-state automaton [43]. Handcrafted dialogue managers offer developers complete control over
the interaction without having to encode all the possible interactions by hand.
The probabilistic strategies for dialogue management consist in training an
algorithm from large data sets of samples [42]. These dialogue managers require
a large base of conversation examples to be trained, but, based on the samples
provided, they can respond to unforeseen user messages that were not considered
at design time. Some solutions adopt a mixed approach. For example learning
from a corpus with an external knowledge base or ontology [2, 26].
In general, many of these solutions are strongly dependent on the conversation that the user will have [4], and make difficult the separation of the conversation from the application context. This is obvious when learning from a
corpus, where the samples inevitably mix contents and conversation flow, but
this is also true for state machine approaches, because the conversation steps are
modelled in a graph and are inextricable from the process on which the conversation is based. Consequently, the behaviour of the software is forcibly linked with
the dialogue, making it difficult to support additional features, such as multiple
interaction modes and multiple languages.
These approaches are largely uni-modal: the user can interact using only
the conversation, be it in written or spoken form, and they require other external components to achieve a multi-modal interaction [24]. Yet, it is proven
that multi-modality plays a significant role in the interaction with conversational
agents [27]; as reported by Oviatt et al. [35], people tend to prefer to interact
multi-modally as the task complexity increases. Multi-modal solutions are being
developed to be applied in many fields from theatre [6] to the automotive system [23, 36], in most cases with a custom solution. However, multi-modality in
chatbots for user assistance in troubleshooting remains largely unexplored.
2.2

Conversational Troubleshooting

Guided troubleshooting is the process of aiding users in a specific field, assisting
in the solution of certain problems; usually, the user asks a question, which is
then validated to find the root cause and execute a fixing procedure [18].
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Creating programs that autonomously guide users in the troubleshooting
process requires extracting the intent and specific information from the question,
finding an appropriate response, and performing the required actions. There are
many approaches to solving this problem [38], and – as in the case of dialogue
managers – they can be divided into two groups: those that require manual rules
configuration and those that learn from data.
The rule-based approaches, such as taxonomic case-based reasoning [16] or
complex slot-filling techniques [44], permit more customisation of behaviour and
policies compared to automated learning, for instance, with the integration of
external services to improve performance. However, large sets of rules are difficult
to manage, and the scope of these troubleshooting frameworks is usually very
narrow: they are typically custom solutions for a specific application in a single
domain [37]. Subramaniam et al. [37] try to overcome this limitation with a
multi-bot system to cover multiple application domains at the cost of a more
complex configuration.
The automated approach avoids manually setting up a complex knowledge
base by employing automated learning techniques [40]. The problem however is
that domain-specific training data sets are difficult to produce, and the quality
and consistency of the answers can vary considerably [13].

3

Preliminary Analysis

TINI is a framework to provide users with multi-modal conversational troubleshooting on web applications. Embedding it into a new or existing website
allows users to receive suggestions on how to solve the issues they encounter.
3.1

Design Principles

Before proceeding with the description of the system, we present the principles
we applied to the design – namely multi-modality, separation of concerns, and
extensibility – illustrating the rationale guiding their consideration and how they
are pursued in TINI.
Multi-modality A system is multi-modal if it supports more than one means
of interaction: text, graphics, gestures, and more [34]. Multiple research studies prove that the response to multi-modal stimuli is better compared to unimodal [27, 35]. In addition, since the primal interaction ground for a web application is the graphical interface, we want to intervene and guide the user in
that environment as much as possible, instead of asking the user to switch to a
completely separate conversational one [7].
A thorough integration between multiple modalities also supports the interpretation of users’ requests. Indeed, the same way a human field expert asks for
details about the state of the system to answer a question, an automated solution should leverage the context of the request to have a better understanding of
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it. Additional information such as past user’s actions on the graphical interface
could help provide a solution tailored for each specific instance.
Contrarily to most used chatbot frameworks, TINI will natively support
multi-modality. Indeed, the configuration will be based on a Configuration Table that combines the context – here defined as what is currently shown on the
screen – with the problem-solution pairs, and allows including in the response
the interface elements relevant to the solution, together with the answer. In
this way, different views might produce different suggestions tailored to what is
happening on the screen.
Separation of Concerns In software engineering, separation of concerns is the
practice of separating the main algorithm from the parts that pertain to specific
tasks [19]. We can extend this concept beyond software modules and apply it to
the professional figures involved in the different aspects of a system.
We want to empower the conversation designer and the domain expert to
customise the behaviour of TINI independently of the developer. To achieve so,
we locate the domain-specific data in a single place, on which these experts can
directly operate, modifying the conversation as desired. In addition, the structure containing this data must be accessible to those with little programming
knowledge.
By operating on the Configuration Table – using any CSV reader – domain
experts can insert new problem types, modify the wording of non-effective utterances, or modifying the solution for an existing issue.
Extensibility An extensible solution allows adding new behaviours and modifying the existing ones with minimal intervention in its internal structure. Indeed, if
the filed-specific data is embedded within the application, as the knowledge base
grows, introducing changes will require interventions in multiple sites, reevaluation of all the existing rules to understand whether each of them is affected by
the changes, and the extension of the features quickly becomes unfeasible.
The table-based configuration fulfils this requirement: all the field-specific
knowledge and the data related are detached from the code that implements the
logic.
3.2

Usage Scenario

To explain how the proposed system works, we exemplify its usage in a concrete
example. Andy is a user of a web application developed by Barb. Barb’s app is
a simple online image editor with many tools and controls organised in panels.
In her system, Barb uses TINI to add a troubleshooting agent to support her
users. When Andy needs help, he can click on a button added by TINI to start
chatting with the conversational agent.
Andy visits the web app and loads the image he wants to edit, then proceeds
to use the available tools to crop and rotate the image. At this point, Andy
would like to reduce the image’s brightness but does not know how. He clicks on
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Fig. 1. A photo editing application, enhanced with the TINI tool. On the right, the
chat panel displays the conversation with the chatbot; on the left, the available tools
are displayed in a panel, with those relevant to the solution highlighted in red. The
developer can customise every aspect of the interface.

the TINI button and writes in the chat: “How do I make the image darker?”;
the system elaborates the message with the available information about the
active modules and answers: “You can use the highlighted tool to control the
brightness of the image”. At the same time, the system highlights in the interface
the relevant tool and the panel in which it can be found, as shown in Figure 1.
Andy reads the answer, finds the correct tool, and can continue editing the
image.
3.3

Problem Formalisation

Before proceeding with the description of the system, we want to define its basic
elements and formalise the problem mathematically. From a high-level abstraction standpoint, the proposed system has to take as input the question provided
by the user and information about the context, consult a knowledge base, and
provide an answer indicating the relevant elements that must be notified to the
user.
Modules and Parameters Definition In order to represent the context, we
can consider the options available to the user and group them into modules.
The modules can be active or not, depending on whether they are available
to the user. For example, in a photo editing application, the modules could be
various tools, such as the brush, crop, or stamp tool. In addition, each module
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can have one or more parameters, representing the settings of its module. In the
image editor, these could be the size and transparency levels of the brush tool
and the proportions of the area in the crop tool. The system will then receive
the information about which modules are active, as inactive modules are not
available to the user and cannot be used to solve the issue the user is facing.
Mathematical Formulation In mathematical terms, the problem can be formalised as follows. Let M be the set of all the modules in the system and P
the set of parameters; we suppose that each parameter is associated with one
and only one module. Let q be the question of the user. Given A, a set of active
modules, A ⊆ M , we describe the system as the relation σ(A, q) = ⟨M , P , r⟩
that, given in input the question and the active modules, returns the sets of
highlighted modules M ⊆ A and parameters P ⊆ P , and the response r explaining the actions to perform. A description of the execution will be given in
Section 4.3.

4

System’s Overview

The central component of TINI is the Configuration Table, a data structure
representing connections between problems and solutions in a specific field of
application whose aspect is presented in Section 4.1. We can describe the action
of TINI in four steps, as shown in Figure 2. The system receives an issue from
the interface, described by the user in the chat, for example: “How do I make
the image darker?” with the active modules on the screen; in the example, these
are the active tools. The sentence is used to identify the problem faced, through
intent extraction. This is used in the Configuration Table to retrieve the list of
possible solutions for the active modules. These solutions are finally communicated to the users through a sentence in the chat that guides them through the
resolution, and some visual hints, such as the tools to use and their parameters
to edit, that suggest to users where to operate on the interface.

Sentence

Question
Solution
Problem
Identification Identification
Active Modules
Fig. 2. Sequence of operations performed by the system.

Visual Hints
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4.1

Configuration

Before presenting in detail the system’s structure, we propose an overview of the
data models and configuration files. TINI can be configured using three files: the
training, the configuration table, and the utterances files.
training.json This file provides examples of user sentences for each type of
problem; it is used to train an NLU engine to extract the intent – representing the
problem type – from the users’ questions. The format follows the specifications
of NLP.js1 as displayed below. Multiple languages can be supported by providing
multiple files with the language locale name: for example, training-en, training-it.
{
"name": "training",
"locale": "en-US",
"data": [
{
"intent": "alignment",
"utterances": [
"The image is tilted",
"The picture is not aligned",
...
]
},
...
]
}
configuration-table.csv This table, as reported in Table 1, contains the connections between problem types, modules, parameters, and answers. This structure balances maintainability, relevant when reading and updating the table,
with extensibility, which is important when expanding the table with new problem types and solutions.
utterances.json A file mapping the answers’ identifiers with their actual text.
It is a simple JSON file with the structure reported below. As before, multiple
files can be included with the locale name to support multiple languages: for
example, utterances-en, utterances-it.
{
"align.rotate": "To correct the picture’s alignment ...",
"focus.blur": "If you are looking for a more soft look, ...",
"focus.sharp": "To increase the sharpness of the image ...",
...
}
1

www.github.com/axa-group/nlp.js
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Table 1. Structure of the Configuration Table. Each row corresponds to a module
parameter, and every column is a problem TINI wants to address. The presence of
an utterance identifier in a cell means that the corresponding parameter is a possible
solution to the problem in the column. The conversation designer can directly operate
on this table to add problems and utterances and create new connections between
problems and parameters.
module
crop
filter
filter
filter
filter
filter
filter

parameter composition style
focus
tool
comp.crop
grayscale
style.generic
sepia
style.generic
vintage
style.generic
blur
focus.blur
sharpen
focus.sharp
pixelate
style.generic focus.pixel

The proposed system has the necessary extensibility requisites. Adding a
module or a parameter is as easy as adding a row to the table, adding a new
problem type can be done by adding a column. Adding or changing a connection between problem types and parameters is done by modifying an utterance
identifier in the corresponding cell, and the use of identifiers, instead of putting
the utterances themselves in the cell, allows reusing the same utterance multiple
times without duplication and support multiple languages; these operations do
not require interventions on the code, only on the data structure and on the
NLU configuration, fulfilling the separation of concerns.
These three files are provided during the initialisation of the frontend component. In this phase, the developer can also customise the interface’s appearance
and provide the active modules, as described in Section 4.4.
4.2

Architecture

The system is structured in five modules, as presented in Figure 3. It consists of
and can be used as a self-contained Vue.js2 library, which is available as opensource.
Interface Component This component is available to the developer and can
be embedded in the web application. It displays a circular overlay button on the
bottom right of the screen. The button allows toggling the visibility of a chat
panel, which handles the communication with the conversational agent. When
the user sends a message, the interface will forward it to the Core component, and
when it receives a response, it will display it in the chat; in addition, it will update
the information on which modules and parameters should be highlighted in the
application. The component is implemented in Vue.js; when used, it accepts
several configuration parameters, including the configuration files’ URLs and
2

www.vuejs.org
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Interface
Component

Core

NLU Adapter

Integrated
NLU Engine

Use

Configuration
Table

Use

Configuration
Handler

Use

Utterances

Training

Fig. 3. The components of the system and the configuration files.

the list of active modules, and fires an event when the highlighted elements
change.
Core The Core implements the logic of the system. It is initialised with information about which modules are currently active. When it receives the user’s
question, it uses the NLU Adapter and the Configuration Handler to obtain the
response, consisting of an answer and a list of elements to highlight in the interface. The details about the algorithm are reported in Section 4.3. The response
is returned to the Interface Component. This part is implemented in JavaScript
and is independent of the interface: in the future, other interfaces can be added,
extending the library to other frontend frameworks.
NLU Adapter and Integrated NLU Engine The NLU Adapter is in charge
of extracting the intent, which represents the problem encountered by the user,
from the user’s question. To achieve this, it employs an Integrated NLU Engine,
which is a NLP.js instance, a JavaScript library implementing machine learning
models for natural language understanding. We chose NLP.js because it can run
in the browser and natively supports 41 languages, 104 with the BERT [12]
extension. When the web app is loaded in the client browser, it is trained with
the examples in the Training file and is ready to identify the intent from the
user sentences. In addition, the NLU Addapter detects the language of the user’s
question.
Alternatively, the adapter can be configured with an external, pre-trained
NLU service: in this second case, the Training configuration file can be omitted.
Configuration Handler Finally, the Configuration Handler retrieves and parses
the utterances and configuration table documents and provides their contents to
the Core component. The documents can be provided through a URL or as
strings directly.
4.3

Runtime Behaviour

The behaviour of the Core component can be portrayed using the mathematical
notation introduced in the previous section. Given the users’ question q, the NLU
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Adapter extracts the intent, representing the problem type t. For example, from
the sentence “How do I make the image darker?” the NLU Adapter would extract
the intent representing the problem type image.dark. The system can extract
only one intent from the given question q. For this reason, if the conversation
designers want to accept composite questions (e.g. “I want to cut and make the
image bigger”) they have to create specific intents.
Let A be the set of active modules as before. The algorithm scans the Configuration Table – where the rows contain the parameters pi (with the corresponding
module mi ), the columns contain the problem types tj , and the corresponding
cell is denoted with uij , representing an utterance identifier – and finds all the
⟨mi , pi , uij ⟩ that satisfy tj = t and mi ∈ A; in other words, it finds all the parameters of the active modules connected with the problem and the corresponding
sentences. The language of the input (e.g., English) is recognised in the user
sentence and used to retrieve the actual utterances constituting the answer from
the utterances document. These are then concatenated to produce a single final
response r.

Webapp
Framework
visits

Interface
Component
loads

Core

initialize(NluInfo,
configURLs)

NLU Adapter

initialize(NLUInfo)

load configuration
from Configuration
Handler

clicks on button
showChat()

writes a question

solve(question,
activeModules)

getIntent(question)
intent

show answer

answer,
highlightedModules

findSolution(data,
activeModules,
intent)

«Event»
updateHighlighted

Fig. 4. The system’s behaviour; the Configuration Handler and the language detection
are not shown for simplicity.

In practice, the sequence of interactions of the user with the system can be
modelled as in Figure 4, which represents its behaviour from the moment the
application is initialised. During the initial phase, the Integrated NLU Engine
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– if used – is quickly trained. The user can interact with the system and ask a
question. The system interprets the question, keeps track of the active modules,
and produces a response. When the operation is completed, an event is fired to
inform the application that it is necessary to update the highlighted elements.
4.4

Deployment

To use TINI, it is sufficient to import the package, which is publicly available,
into a new or existing Vue application. When adding the provided component
to the application, the developer will be able to specify the configuration files’
URLs, provide a list of active modules – to be kept updated during the execution
– and use the provided props to customise the behaviour of the system. Specific
CSS classes can be used to refine the graphical appearance. To use the multimodal response, the developer will listen to a specific event that provides the list
of modules relevant to the answer: this can be used to update some CSS classes
of other components to highlight them.

5

Conclusion

We propose TINI, a novel open-source plugin for conversational troubleshooting
chatbots. The system is multi-modal: it suggests the elements of the interface
that are relevant to the solution of the issue together with a textual answer. In
addition, it is context aware: when responding, it takes into consideration the
context of the application together with the question of the user.
TINI builds on the results of previous research and improves its ease of use,
as it is now a self-contained frontend plugin instead of requiring multiple external
services while maintaining the simplicity of its configuration and extensibility.
The separation of concerns ensures that a person without programming experience can autonomously change the configuration. Finally, the tool now supports
multiple languages.
In the future, we want to extend TINI’s capabilities in two directions: including multi-step interactions to guide the user when the issue is not immediately
clear and computing the solution considering not only which modules are active
but also the values of the available parameters. In addition, the plugin can be
ported to other frontend frameworks to make it more available. Finally, we plan
to evaluate different alternatives to the Configuration Table, including graphbased approaches and a custom interface to edit the configuration.
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